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In the face of the current Ebola humanitarian 

crisis, it is vital that endemic disease such as cholera is 

not forgotten. Cholera epidemics are a regular 

occurrence in developing African countries and in 

2012 Sierra Leone had its worst cholera epidemic in 

15 years. During the 2012 outbreak a dedicated 

cholera task force team including multiple 

international partners was established by the Sierra 

Leone, Ministry of Health and Sanitation (MoHS). 

The use of oral cholera vaccine (OCV) as a 

preventative measure against future cholera outbreaks 

was discussed, although at the time a decision was 

made against its use. Aside from the debate on how 

protective the OCV is [1], the major issue was 

effective vaccine management. The OCV generally 

only gives a year’s protection; and two vaccine doses 

are required to generate this immunity. With the lack 

of established healthcare systems in Sierra Leone, the 

difficulty in ensuring mobile populations receive a 

second dose and the practical problems of transporting 

and storing a bulky vaccine with cold chain 

requirements, the correct application of the vaccine to 

ensure herd immunity was not thought to be possible. 

Now that the cholera epidemic in Sierra Leone is over, 

there is a pressing need to restart discussions on 

effective vaccination programme management to 

understand the true efficacy of such a programme. 

Though vaccination is not currently available for 

Ebola, development of a vaccination model for cholera 

using recently proposed strategies [2] could be used if 

an Ebola vaccine were to become available. 

An important part of assessing the efficacy of a 

cholera vaccination programme and outbreak 

management is microbiological testing. During the 

outbreak, the MoHS did undertake cholera 

surveillance and targeted cholera hot spots for water 

and sanitation interventions. However, a major 

challenge to the accuracy of surveillance was case 

number ascertainment which was based on clinical 

assessment of symptoms rather on microbiological 

testing. During the outbreak, it was recognised that 

microbiological confirmation was essential to 

understanding the true burden of disease and a two-

year project was initiated to establish a diagnostic and 

reference laboratory for enteric bacterial infections 

including Vibrio cholerae, Salmonella and Shigella 

[3].  

When Ebola cases were first recognised in Sierra 

Leone in 2014, risk assessments at the Central Public 

Health Laboratory, Sierra Leone were updated to 

recommend that testing for Ebola and cholera should 

be carried out in conjunction since the initial 

differential diagnosis of cholera and Ebola cannot be 

separated. This would enable clinical-care providers to 

accurately triage and treat patients accordingly (it is 

possible for patients to be co-infected). At the time this 

was not feasible due to lack of facilities but as there 

are now dedicated Ebola testing camps set up across 

Sierra Leone that could be retained as permanent 
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testing centres after the outbreak, to implement a 

combined testing regime. The main limitation is 

continued funding to set up a permanent infrastructure. 

Though many international experts are currently in the 

field, it is vital that local staff are trained to enable 

long term sustainability. Only with strengthening the 

microbiological diagnosis and active cholera and 

Ebola surveillance in the known endemic districts will 

a true burden of infection, assessment of the efficacy 

of vaccination programmes and early detection of 

outbreaks be possible allowing for an early and prompt 

response using the current known effective 

interventions. 
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Figure 1. Cholera detection and isolation at the Central Public 

Health Laboratory, Lakka, Sierra Leone at containment level 2 

(Musa Abu & Fay Rhodes, MoHS, Marie Anne Chattaway, 

PHE). Due to a similar differential diagnosis for cholera and 

Ebola infection, a triaging system of samples should be 

implemented to rule out Ebola across the testing camps in 

Sierra Leone at containment level 3 before being tested for 

cholera. 


